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TIMELESS DESIGN. 
DRIVEN BY INNOVATION.
THE BMW 5 SERIES.
The BMW 5 Series is the best BMW 5 Series ever - a vehicle in which perfection is a 
given. And you don’t just feel this on the drive to office. You feel it on every journey, and 
every kilometer.

Achieving the best possible results, in every way, the BMW 5 Series is so much more 
than a straightforward executive vehicle. It exudes composure and strength of character. 
Be it design, handling, interior comfort or functionality, the BMW 5 Series is the perfect 
drive for those who expect perfection as standard.
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IMPOSSIBLE TO  
LOOK AWAY.
THE BMW 5 SERIES. DESIGN.
Built to meet the highest requirements: the BMW 5 Series, with its dynamic 
proportions and modern shape, is impressive at first glance. This look is consistently 
implemented from the front, over the striking contours, to the rear. The comfort offered  
by the BMW  Series takes you even further, with its inspiring harmonious  
and ergonomic interiors, and the extensive range of BMW office functions from  
ConnectedDrive. The BMW 5 Series combines sportiness, elegance,  
commanding poise with a pioneering outlook to offer perfection, every moment.
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OUTSTANDING STYLE ON EVERY ROAD.
THE BMW 5 SERIES. EXTERIOR.

To the rear, the newly developed tail lights express complete self-assurance. 
With their visual depth and L-shape form, they integrate perfectly with the rear 
profile with its newly designed bumper. 

‣ Adaptive Full LED Headlights auto High-Beam Assistance
‣ Full LED rear lights with new design and ‘Thin-Blade’ Technology
‣ BMW M door sill finishers
‣ M Aerodynamic package 
‣ BMW Kidney Grille in Chrome with stronger shark nose effect
‣ LED fog lights with reflection technique
‣ Car key with Chrome trim
‣ Exterior mirrors foldable with anti dazzle, mirror heating and memory
‣ Side window trim and tailpipe trim in Chrome
‣ M Double-spoke alloy    

The high standards of the BMW 5 Series Saloon are self-evident, front to rear. It begins with the charismatic face of the car, 
with its new Adaptive LED headlights, levelled slightly at the top, and the now more acutely angled BMW Kidney Grille that 
slants forward more significantly, indicating the power that lies dormant behind it.
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TRULY FASCINATING PANORAMA.
THE BMW 5 SERIES. INTERIOR.

The elegant interdependence of horizontal surfaces and taut lines mean 
that all passengers enjoy a generous sense of space, comfort and security, 
whether they are seated in the front or the rear of the BMW 5 Series. 

‣ Ambient light with selectable mood lights
‣ Gearshift paddles
‣ Electric glass roof  
‣ Multifunctional instrument display with individual character 
 design for drive modes
‣ Audio operations in the rear
‣ BMW Head-Up Display with full colour
‣ Harman Kardon surround sound system
‣ iDrive Touch Controller
‣ Navigation system Professional with 3D maps
‣ Rear-seat entertainment Professional with a 23.4 cms screen
‣ Active protection with Attentiveness Assist
‣ Center console button in Chrome
‣ Electric seat adjustment for driver & passenger with memory function for driver 
‣ Rear seat comfort package
‣ 10.2” Central Informantion Display 

Perfectly tailored: the interior of the BMW 5 Series is like a made-to-measure suit. The harmonious look and feel, the high-quality 
materials – everything is just right. In typical BMW style, the logically-structured cockpit is driver-orientated and appears to surround him. 
All instruments are ergonomically arranged and the comfort functions are also within the passenger’s reach.
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Eye-catching features of the BMW 5 Series Prestige Plus are the ergonomic 
instrument panel and steering wheel. Exclusive leather covers and interior 
trim strips create a world of colours that generate a feeling of well-being. 

‣ Adaptive LED headlights with four LED DRL light rings including auto 
  High-Beam Assistance
‣ Heat protection glazing
‣ Automatic air conditioning with extended contents including rear air vents
‣ Multifunction sport leather steering wheel    
‣ Electric seat adjustment for driver & passenger with memory function 
   for driver
‣ Audio operation in the rear
‣ Bluetooth with audio streaming, handsfree and USB connectivity 
‣ Fine-wood trim Ash Grain Brown with highlight trim finisher in 
  Chrome Pearl Grey 
‣ Rain sensor and automatic driving lights
‣ Dakota leather upholstery with exclusive stitching
‣ Electric glass sunroof 
‣ Ambient lighting
‣ 45.72cm (18-inches) Multi-spoke 454

The perfectly harmonising material and surface colours of the BMW 5 Series Prestige Plus create a sense of timeless beauty  
and a cultivated atmosphere in the interior while contributing to the future-orientated design of the exterior.

On the exterior, the BMW Kidney Grille with slats sets an especially modern accent in the front section. It harmonises exceptionally  
well with the design features in the front and rear. Light alloy wheels of 43.18 cm (17-inches) diameter in Turbine styling 
reinforce the future-orientated concept of the Prestige Plus.

PRESTIGE PLUS.
THE BMW 5 SERIES.
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The interior of the BMW 5 Series Luxury Line sets standards with its selected 
design elements – like the fine-wood decorative surface combined with an 
exclusive accent trim strip. The high-quality leather covers with exclusive stitching 
and accents emphasise the enticing atmosphere, as do the illuminated door sill 
finishers in the front and rear. 

‣ Navigation system Professional with 3D maps 
‣ iDrive Touch Controller  
‣ Electric glass roof
‣ Harman Kardon surround sound system 
‣ Multifunction information display
‣ BMW Kidney Grille in Chrome
‣ Car key with Chrome trim
‣ Design features in Chrome in the front and rear
‣ Illuminated door sill
‣ Fine-wood trim fineline Anthracite with highlight trim finisher in 
  Chrome Pearl Grey 
‣ Dakota leather upholstery with exclusive stitching
‣ BMW Apps
‣ Multifunction instrument display with individual character design for drive modes
‣ Rear view camera
‣ Gearshift paddles
‣ 43.18cm (17 inches) Multi-spoke 456

The exceptionally classy contours of the Luxury Line BMW 5 Series impress with their timeless elegance. Accompanied by discreet 
and refined design elements that unite exclusivity with sporting agility while the luxurious elements exude an enticing atmosphere.

The BMW Kidney Grille with slats creates an intricate yet striking impression. A side view of the special 45.72 cm (18-inches) light 
alloy wheels in the Multi-spoke design emphasise the elegance of the BMW 5 Series Luxury Line.

LUXURY LINE.
THE BMW 5 SERIES.
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Powerful air inlets give the flow-optimised front apron more presence.  
The 45.72 cm (18 inches) 613 M light alloy wheels in Double-spoke design 
emphasise the dynamic look.

As soon as you open the door, the M door sill finisher and the M logo draws 
your gaze into the interior of the M Sport package, where further exciting 
features await. The sport seats are covered in exclusive leather. In the cockpit, 
the M multifunction steering wheel fits perfectly in the hand and allows the 
driver complete control. 

‣ Rear-seat entertainment professional with two 23.4 cm screen 
   with DVD drive and remote control 
‣ Head-Up Display with full colour 
‣ Navigation system Professional with 3D maps 
‣ iDrive Touch Controller  
‣ Harman Kardon surround sound system
‣ M Sport package
‣ BMW Individual headliner Anthracite
‣ BMW Individual high-gloss shadow line
‣ BMW M Door sill finishers
‣ BMW M Leather steering wheel with gearshift paddles
‣ Exhaust tailpipe finishers in Dark Chrome 
‣ Sport seats for driver and front passenger
‣ M Alloys
‣ ‘M’ badge on left and right front wings in Chrome

The M Sport package presents the future-proof dynamics of the BMW 5 Series at its energetic best. Exclusive equipment details 
create visual exclamation marks while the exterior elements of the M Aerodynamics package reinforce the athletic appearance. 

BMW 530D M SPORT.
THE BMW 5 SERIES.
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MAKING A LITTLE GO 
A LONG WAY.
BMW EFFICIENT DYNAMICS.
BMW EfficientDynamics, included as standard in every new BMW vehicle, is a comprehensive 
technology package designed to reduce fuel consumption and emissions, while simultaneously 
enhance dynamic performance and driving enjoyment. A winner of many technology awards,  
it has enabled the BMW Group to reduce the CO2 emissions of its vehicle fleet substantially.

The BMW EfficientDynamics innovations in the BMW 5 Series not only optimise its dynamic 
performance further, but also provide outstanding fuel efficiency while keeping the carbon 
footprint of the vehicle to a minimum.
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Auto Start/Stop Function
The Auto Start/Stop Function temporarily switches off the engine 
during short vehicle stops such as traffic lights or in traffic jams to 
reduce fuel consumption. When the brake (automatic) is released, the 
engine automatically starts up again within fractions of a second.

ECO PRO Mode
Fuel-consumption-friendly ECO PRO Mode adapts accelerator pedal 
and gearbox responses while also moderating the heating/air conditioning 
systems. ECO PRO tips further improve fuel efficiency with suggestions 
that optimise driving behaviour with the bonus range function indicating 
how many extra kilometres have been gained in the process. The results, 
depending on driving style, can lead to reduction in fuel consumption by  
up to  per cent.

Brake Energy Regeneration
With Brake Energy Regeneration, the alternator generates electricity 
mainly when the driver lifts off the accelerator pedal or applies the 
brakes. The kinetic energy thus developed is converted into electric 
power and fed into the battery. 

Intelligent Lightweight Construction  
Lightness for more dynamic driving: its aluminium lightweight chassis 
construction keeps the BMW 5 Series safely on track in every situation and 
guarantees maximum driving safety. The significant reduction in weight 
simultaneously reduces fuel consumption and enhances driving dynamics.

Steptronic 8-speed Automatic Transmission 
The Steptronic 8-speed Automatic Transmission system shifts gears so 
quickly and smoothly that the only indication is the movement of the 
rev-counter needle. Together with the Auto Start/Stop function, it also 
keeps operating engine speeds low resulting in increased driving dynamics 
and comfort, coupled with reduced fuel consumption and fewer emissions.

Electric Power Steering
Unlike conventional hydraulic steering systems, the Electric Power 
Steering only uses energy during actual steering. The electric motor is 
inactive when driving straight ahead.
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STAY CONNECTED. 
WHEREVER YOU GO.
BMW CONNECTED DRIVE.
Everyday our lives are becoming more and more connected. BMW drivers, however, enjoy better 
connections with the outside world than most. They can source information, communicate by 
telephone and email, keep an eye on the traffic and generally stay up-to-date while on the move. 
The services that so effectively network BMW vehicles with the outside world are grouped under 
one term - BMW ConnectedDrive.
The intelligent services and assistance services, features and Apps offer more freedom by providing 
versatile connections between the driver, vehicle and the outside world. 
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BMW Apps
You can now use Apps in your BMW. With the Apps option, an iPhone 
and the free BMW Connected App from the Apple App Store, your 
calendar is with you all the time and you are always in contact with your 
friends. And that’s just the beginning, more functions and Apps will 
follow in the future.

Navigation System Professional
The best route is always at hand. The BMW Navigation system 
Professional with 25.9 cm high-resolution colour display, including 
iDrive with touch gives you clear directions and provides you with 
detailed area information wherever you drive. 

BMW Head-Up Display
The optional full-colour BMW Head-Up Display uses a multi-colour 
TFT display to project important driving information onto the 
windscreen, in your direct field of vision. Information displayed includes 
current road speed and navigation instructions. The display ensures 
that your eyes are always on the road ahead, making driving safer. 
In addition, the BMW Head-Up Display can be aligned horizontally.

Park Distance Control (PDC)
Parking and manoeuvring in confined spaces made easy. The Park 
Distance Control in the front and rear takes ultrasound measurements 
of the distance to any obstacles, gives you an acoustic warning 
and shows the distance between them and your car on the full 
colour Control Display. 

iDrive Touch Controller
The iDrive Touch Controller with direct menu control buttons enables 
intuitive and convenient operation of the iDrive system. Using the 
controller-integrated touchpad, for instance, destination addresses 
for the BMW Navigation System can be entered using your own 
handwriting while the input is conveniently shown on the Control Display.

Rear View Camera
The rear view camera is a forward-looking innovation that lets you see 
what is behind you: the rear view camera shows you a precise video view 
of what is usually hidden from your eyes Its wide-angle lens shows you 
a detailed, full-colour and perspective-corrected view of every obstacle 
behind your BMW on your Control Display.

Features shown may not be the part of standard equipment. 
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ENTERTAINMENT
FOR THE MOST PLEASANT DRIVE.
ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES IN THE BMW 5 SERIES.

Connectivity, Bluetooth and USB devices
With the option of practical USB and Bluetooth connectivity, you can connect 
your smartphone to the vehicle and have your contact data or schedule on 
view at any time, with bluetooth streaming of music, on the Control Display.

Harman Kardon Surround Sound System
The Harman Kardon surround sound system with a powerful 600-watt 
digital amplifier, vehicle specific equalizing, 16 loudspeakers, including 2 with 
Chrome surround, a center speaker, DIRAC signal and surround mode create 
an aural experience of the highest intensity. 

Rear-seat Entertainment Professional
Setting new standards in travelling entertainment, the BMW Rear-seat 
Entertainment Professional includes the largest-in-segment 23.3 cm colour 
monitors. The tilt-adjustable displays can be operated independently. 
All audio and video sources in the car can be operated from the rear using an 
additional controller. This also allows convenient use of the navigation system 
and telephone functions.

The perfect entertainment for every situation, every road and every mood. The BMW Entertainment devices give you direct control of 
your entertainment. Whether you want to hear the same track again and again, or catch the climax of your favourite movie in the rear-seat, 
BMW ensures that you are always connected to your kind of entertainment. 

Features shown may not be the part of standard equipment. 
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REV UP YOUR DRIVE. SEVERAL 
THOUSAND TIMES PER MINUTE.
BMW TWIN POWER TURBO PETROL 
AND DIESEL ENGINES.
The BMW 5 Series lets you choose your fuel - petrol or diesel. Both engines come equipped 
with BMW TwinPower Turbo Technology for refined power and high efficiency. Furthermore, 
petrol engines, with the BMW EfficientDynamics philosophy, deliver more power to the road 
and reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions to a minimum. On the other hand, BMW diesel 
engines come equipped with the latest CommonRail technology that ensures smooth running 
and fuel economy coupled with quick responsiveness and enormous revving ability. So no 
matter what engine you choose, the road ahead promises sheer driving pleasure.
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BMW d
The BMW TwinPower Turbo inline six-cylinder diesel engine, with a 
. litre capacity, combines CommonRail direct injection and a turbocharger 
with variable turbine geometry. At just , rpm, the engine develops 
 kW ( hp)2 and impressive torque of 6 Nm2. The sprint from 
 to  km/h takes . sec. Average fuel consumption is only 4.69 km/l1 
and CO emissions are 179.98 g/km1.

BMW 520i
The BMW TwinPower Turbo four-cylinder petrol engine, with its 2.0-litre capacity, deploys a TwinScroll 
turbocharger with Valvetronic, Double-VANOS and High Precision Injection. This results in powerful 
character and, at the same time, high efficiency. Output of 135 kW (184 hp) at RPM 1250-4500 and 
maximum torque of 270 Nm2 enables acceleration from 0 to 100km/h in 7.9 sec and a top speed of 
233 km/h. Combined fuel consumption is 14.04 km/l1 and CO2 emissions are 166.24 g/km1.

BMW 520d
The BMW TwinPower Turbo four-cylinder diesel engine generates an
impressive 40 kW (90 hp)2 output from its .-litre displacement. It
combines CommonRail direct injection and a turbocharger with variable
turbine geometry and, with its 40 Nm2 of peak torque accessible between
, and ,50 rpm, reaches the  km/h mark from a standstill in 7.7 sec.
Top speed is 3 km/h. Average fuel consumption is an efficient 18.12 km/l1 
and CO emissions are 146.11 g/km1. 

1Performance data as measured in the emission test done under controlled conditions of environment, 
 driving cycle, fuel, etc. as specified in Rule 115 of Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989. 
2Performance data measured in the test done under controlled conditions of environment, fuel, etc. as 
  per Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989.
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THE BEST PLATFORM FOR 
DRIVING DYNAMICS.
ACTIVE SAFETY WITH LATEST TECHNOLOGY.
A wide range of innovative technologies in the BMW  Series ensure that you thoroughly 
enjoy every journey. Many features are also intelligently networked, allowing you to 
experience maximum balance and driving pleasure in the utmost comfort and safety - in 
every straight, every curve, every second.
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Active Protection including Attentiveness Assist
Active Protection is the preventive occupant protection system from  
BMW. In critical situations, for example, the safety belts are pre-
tensioned, the seats are moved to an upright position and the windows 
are closed. Following an accident, the vehicle can also be automatically 
braked to a standstill. Additionally, Attention Assistant monitors 
driving behaviour for signs of fatigue and responds with appropriate 
recommendations in the Control Display.

Dynamic Stability Control (DSC)
Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) sensors constantly monitor the driving status 
and, as necessary, modify directional stability and traction by intervening in 
the engine and brake management systems. This makes it easier to handle 
the vehicle, even in difficult road conditions, and actively enhances driving 
safety and therefore driving pleasure.

Airbags
The airbags for the driver and front passenger are central, precisely 
coordinated safety features in your BMW. Driver and front passenger 
airbags, the Curtain System with head airbags as well as front seatback 
integrated side airbags provide effective protection for you and your 
passengers in the event of a collision.

Electronic vehicle immobiliser and crash sensor
Better protection against theft: the electronic immobiliser prevents 
unauthorised entry into your BMW and prevents it from being started, unless 
your correct individual key code is properly provided. Whenever the ignition is 
switched on, the immobiliser first reads the personal code and then asks for 
the changing code. Without which the engine cannot be started - not even by 
short-circuiting it.

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
Even when applying the full force of braking power, your BMW remains 
under your complete control, thanks to the Anti-lock Braking System. It 
uses precise regulation of the braking pressure on the individual wheels 
to ensure that the vehicle can always be steered easily. ABS prevents 
the wheels from locking, regardless of the road surface and the applied 
brake pressure.

Runflat Tyres with Runflat Indicator
In the event of a puncture, reinforced sidewalls mean the Runflat Tyres stay 
on the rim so you can get to the nearest workshop. The Runflat Indicator 
(TDI) warns the driver with a light in the Control Display when there is a 
slight drop in tyre pressure. When there is a large pressure drop, there is an 
additional acoustic warning.

Cornering Brake Control (CBC) 
CBC increases vehicle stability when braking gently in a fast bend. As 
illustrated in the image on the left, during braking manoeuvres, the 
load on the rear wheels is reduced, which can lead to oversteering (1). 
In braking manoeuvres that are outside the ABS control range, CBC 
addresses this tendency by building up unilateral brake pressure (2) in 
order to create a stabilising counterforce (3).

Side-Impact Protection
Thanks to the directions of the beams and node joints and selective use of 
high-strength materials, the functionally designed passenger cell structure 
provides maximum passive safety in the event of front, side or rear impact.

The visual representation may not reflect the actual dimensions of the vehicle.
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ORIGINAL  
BMW ACCESSORIES.
THE BMW 5 SERIES STYLE. 
MORE PERSONALISED.
Right from the start, our designers’ vision was clear to create a timelessly elegant silhouette 
that gives visual expression to the concept of dynamic performance. The result is a vehicle 
with an aesthetic appeal unrivalled by any other car in its class – the BMW 5 Series.  
The BMW 5 Series is the embodiment of elegance that combines sporty styling with 
impressive amounts of space.
 
Our technicians, engineers and designers have done all they can to create a truly unique 
vehicle. Original BMW Accessories give you enormous scope to put your personal stamp 
on your BMW, over and above the possibilities offered by the wide range of factory-fitted 
optional equipment. From exterior to interior, from communications and information to 
transportation and luggage solutions, discover a range of innovative, visually striking,  
high-quality products. Personalise your BMW 5 Series to your own unique style.
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1. M Aerodynamics basic kit
 The M Aerodynamics package accentuates the dynamic elegance 

and uniquely sporty looks of the BMW 5 Series. Each component is 
also perfectly matched to the vehicle when it comes to both style and 
function. The basic kit includes front bumper, rear bumper and side sill.

2. BMW M Performance front attachment, Carbon Fibre
 Face the world with confidence: The front end component lends the 

vehicle an even more dynamic, premium-quality appearance. Together 
with other BMW M Performance aerodynamic elements, it ensures 
optimised aerodynamics. For an even more dynamic feel.

3. BMW M Performance rear spoiler, Carbon Fibre
 Even more impressive: The carbon fibre rear spoiler emphasises the 

premium-quality, dynamic appearance of the car. Together with other 
BMW M Performance aerodynamic components, it ensures optimised 
aerodynamics and even more athletic driving characteristics.

4. BMW M Performance rear diffuser, Matt Black
 Sporty, powerful and masculine: The rear diffuser highlights the 

dynamic appearance of the rear of the vehicle in a highly individual 
manner. It perfectly blends in with the car’s design. Can be further 
enhanced by painting it in one or more colours.

5. BMW H7 blue halogen light bulbs
 These tinted halogen light bulbs have a very high colour temperature, 

and give the low-beam and high-beam lights a bright white look with 
a blueish xenon effect. They also generate a light that is up to 30% 
brighter than that from standard bulbs. 

 Ultra-bright, white light (up to 30% lighter) with strong “xenon” effect in 
the headlights.

6. BMW M Performance side skirt transfers
 Black adhesive film with “M Performance” lettering, perfectly 

complements the vehicle’s design.

7. White Line rear lights
 The beautifully designed bright-white rear lights feature very 

homogeneous LED light guides. They’re simply installed in place of the 
original rear lights, and they lend the rear of the vehicle a unique and 
unmistakably athletic character with their premium clear-glass look.

2

4

6

3

5

7

1

THE EXPRESSION OF FLAWLESS DYNAMICS.
ORIGINAL BMW M PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES.
Whether in terms of aerodynamics, drive train, or cockpit, BMW M Performance Accessories make
all the difference, with each component specifically designed to deliver the ultimate track experience.  
Give your BMW a breathtaking racing feel with retrofitted adrenaline.
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10

11

9
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8. BMW M Performance Track Fix for GoPro cameras 
The M Performance Track Fix for GoPro cameras provides a 
safe and stable base for taking professional exterior shots while 
driving on the racetrack. The external mount is attached to one 
of the towing lugs. The camera can be controlled by means of 
an app.

9. BMW M Performance side stripes in Matt Black and 
Matt Silver

10. BMW M Performance Black Kidney Grille
 Expressive strength: The front grille features black bars and 

framing in high-gloss black. It accentuates the dynamic and 
elegant character of the vehicle’s front profile. A simple and 
direct assertion of striking individuality.

11. BMW M Performance exterior mirror caps, Carbon Fibre

12. BMW M Performance Alcantara steering wheel with 
Carbon Fibre trim

13. BMW M Performance floor mats, front and rear (Not 
illustrated)

 No compromises, not even in the footwells. The BMW M 
Performance floor mats perfectly round out the upscale, 
dynamic appearance of the car’s interior, giving it a premium look.

14. BMW M Performance LED door sill finishers
 Glamorous entrance: Illuminated in bright white, the BMW 

M Performance lettering and two design lines are the visual 
highlight of the LED door sill finishers. A dynamic design 
and high-quality stainless steel look further accentuate the 
exclusive sports-style atmosphere. Cable-free operation, 
thanks to an integrated battery and magnetic switch.

15. BMW M Performance pedal covers, Stainless Steel 

16. BMW M Performance gear lever trim, Carbon Fibre
 Innovative and unmistakable design featuring open-pored 

carbon fibre: This new technology allows the driver to 
experience the beauty of the high-tech material carbon fibre 
first-hand. Features the four-colour BMW M logo. For a  
hands-on, exclusive motor sport feel.

17. BMW M Performance key case, Alcantara and Carbon 
Fibre

 The key case’s material mix of carbon fibre and Alcantara is 
highly captivating. Thanks to a socket head screw in BMW 
M Blue, the key is securely attached to the case. Timelessly 
elegant, technically sophisticated - it is a subtle expression of 
the driver’s affinity with motorsports.

18. BMW M Performance Carbon Fibre interior trim 
finishers with Alcantara

 Design highlights that can be seen and felt. Open-pore Carbon 
Fibre combined with Alcantara, with M Performance lettering. 
Trim set for dashboard, centre console and interior door grips.

19. BMW M Performance V-spoke style 464 M, Bicolour, 
Ferric Grey, burnished & Liquid Black 

14

16

18

15

17

19
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1. 17” alloy wheel, Multi-spoke style 456

2. 17” light alloy wheel, V-spoke style 236, Brilliant 
Black

3. 18” light alloy wheel, M Double-spoke style 613 M, 
Decor Silver

ARRIVE IN STYLE.
ORIGINAL BMW LIGHT ALLOY WHEELS. 
BMW light alloy wheels emphasise the dynamic character and exclusive style of your BMW. Not only that, these lightweight cast wheels 
also help the suspension to smother surface imperfections and improve handling and braking. All wheel/tyre combinations undergo rigorous 
selection and testing processes, and every last detail is optimised for use with the specific BMW model in question to ensure they meet the 
highest standards of quality as per the Indian market driving condition specifications.

1

2

3
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5

6 9

4. 18” light alloy wheel, Multi-spoke style 454, 
bicolour Reflex Silver 

5. 18” light alloy wheel, Star-spoke style 365, 
Brilliant Black 

6. 18” alloy wheel, V-spoke style 281 (Also available 
in 20”) 

7

8

4

7. 19” light alloy wheel, V-spoke style 331, Glacier Silver 
Metallic

8. 19” light alloy wheel, Turbine-spoke style 453, Jatoba 
Metallic

9. 19” alloy wheel, W-spoke style 332

10. 20” alloy wheel, Cross-spoke style 312, Ferric Grey 
(Not Illustrated)
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1.  Sunglasses case
 The elegant sunglasses case comes in stylish Black  

with the BMW wordmark. It can be easily attached 
to convenient locations such as the sun visor or grab 
handles, so that either the passenger or the driver can 
access it effortlessly.

2.  BMW Interior fragrance, starter kit
 The BMW Interior fragrance concept for the car consists 

of a fragrance holder and replaceable fragrance sticks. 
There are three different scents available: “Purifying 
Green Tea”, “Energising Tonic” and “Balancing Amber”. 
The individual fragrance stick is pushed into a refillable 
holder that is suitable for mounting in all BMW ventilation 
grilles. Intensity regulation is possible via the grille itself or 
via the four windows integrated into the fragrance holder.

3.  Avenue floor mats
 These special floor mats are dirt-repellent and  

water-resistant, available in a choice of Black or  
Veneto Beige colours.

4.  All-weather floor mats
 These floor mats are dirt-repellent and water-resistant.
 Available in Anthracite.

5.  BMW Tablet DVD system 
 Consists of two portable seven-inch monitors, plus two 

holders that are attached to the headrest support bars. 
The DVD system can be plugged into the vehicle’s 12-volt 
power socket. The DVD player, which is built into one of 
the two monitors, can play video DVDs, photo and audio 
CDs (including MP3 format). In addition, JPEG images and 
music files on USB sticks and memory cards of various 
formats can be viewed or listened to. Audio playback is via 
either the monitor’s built-in loudspeakers, or headphones 
such as the infrared stereo headphones (sold separately) 
from BMW.

6.  BMW rear storage bag
 The roomy, BMW rear storage bag is easily attached to 

the centre safety belt and can also be used as an armrest 
in the rear.

 

TAILOR-MADE FOR YOUR BMW.
ORIGINAL BMW INTERIOR ACCESSORIES.
On a perfect day, everything is as it should be. You are free to think about the essential things in life and simply enjoy Sheer Driving Pleasure in 
your BMW. Interior solutions by BMW give you tailor-made accessories that blend perfectly into your BMW 5 Series. Be it child-seats that keep 
your loved ones safe or a simple sunglass holder that you can reach effortlessly while driving, on a perfect day these small things contribute to 
Sheer Driving Pleasure.

 2

3 4

5 6

1
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12

7. BMW Baby Seat Group 0+ 
 BMW Baby Seat Group 0+ with five-point belt offers 

unsurpassed safety and comfort for babies up to approx. 13 kg 
(approx. 15 months old).

8. BMW Junior Seat 
 BMW Junior Seat Group 1 is the safe choice for children from 

approx. 12 months to 4 years old (approx. 9–18 kg). 

9. BMW Junior Seat Group 2/3
 BMW Junior Seat Group 2/3 can be adjusted as the child 

grows and offers maximum safety and comfort for children 
aged approx. 3 to 12 years (approx. 15–36 kg).

10. Travel and Comfort System coat hanger
 The coat hanger allows clothes to be transported without 

creasing. It can also be detached from the mounting and used 
to carry clothes outside the vehicle. 

11. Travel and Comfort System folding table
 The table offers rear passengers a practical surface.  

Its height and incline can be adjusted.

12. BMW Cradle for Apple iPad™ 
The BMW cradle for the Apple iPad™ effortlessly fits to the 
Travel and Comfort system’s base carrier with its modular plug 
connector, and flawlessly integrates the iPad™ into the car. 

13. BMW Umbrella with LED light
 The BMW Umbrella with automatic opening and closing 

provides protection from rain and sun. It has a removable LED 
light integrated into the handle to use it as a torch.

14. BMW LED door projectors
 The innovative door projectors are automatically activated 

when the doors are opened. They project an image onto the 
ground next to the car using an interchangeable slide. Several 
motifs are available to choose from to perfectly illuminate the 
entry area in an individual style.

15. BMW illuminated door sill finisher
 The premium BMW door sill finishers with illuminated BMW 

lettering automatically emit a gentle light when doors are 
opened.

16. BMW interior LED lighting package
 The BMW interior LED lighting package has special lenses 

which makes light appear like a typical light bulb. The modern 
daylight white light gives the space a comfortable ambience. 

17. BMW sports leather steering wheel
 The BMW steering wheel in sport leather is available with 

decorative trim in black leather, black with chrome strips, or 
high-gloss black. Diameter - 369 mm.

18. Backrest bag
 The perfectly fitted BMW Backrest bag with variously sized 

compartments can be easily attached to the back side of any 
front seat. 
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1

2

3

1.  Exterior mirror caps in Chrome
 Perfectly complements the unique styling
 of the BMW 5 Series.

2. BMW original mud flaps 
Available for both front and rear wheels, protect your 
vehicle and the car behind you against dirt and stone 
chips.

3.  Outdoor car cover
 Washable and precisely fitted to the BMW 5 Series. 

Easy to put on and take off. Silver in colour, with a surface
 that is dirt/water-repellent. With ventilation openings
 and BMW logo. 

4. BMW H11 blue halogen light bulbs
 The new BMW H11 Blue halogen lamps for the fog lights 

generate up to 20% brighter, whiter road illumination 
(colour temperature: 3,750 K) and, at the same time, 
create a unique blue xenon light effect in the headlights. 
(Not illustrated)

5. BMW D1S Blue Xenon light bulbs
 Maximum blue effect for individual style. The new 

BMW D1S Blue Xenon lamps convince with their highly 
contemporary and intense blue effect. This makes the 
vehicle appear even more sporty, refined and individual. 
The lights have the same colour temperature as daylight 
(up to 6,000 K), making them particularly bright. Night 
vision is, therefore, improved. For replacement of the low 
and high-beam lights on all BMW vehicles with D1S Xenon 
headlights. (Not illustrated)

 

BRINGING STYLE TO EVERY ROAD.
ORIGINAL BMW EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES.
Allow yourself to highlight the sporting character and elegance of your BMW 5 Series from a selection of functional and  
high-quality accessories.
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1.  Fitted luggage compartment mat 
The fitted, anti-slip and durable mat with raised borders on all sides 
protects the luggage compartment from dirt and moisture. It is black 
with an exclusive, integrated, chrome-plated ̔ 7’, and features a loop 
for easy removal. 

2. Loading sill mat 
The durable mat protects the loading sill during loading and unloading 
and the luggage compartment from scratches and dirt. It is attached 
using moveable velcro strips on the rear fastening points in the 
luggage compartment. It can also be used as an anti-slip mat in the 
luggage compartment.

3.  Powder fire extinguisher 
The BMW fire extinguisher’s pressure control mechanism and large 
sturdy handle make it user-friendly. The spray of extinguishing agents 
can be interrupted to allow targeted extinguishing.

4. First-aid kit
 The compact first-aid kit includes all the important tools for taking 

immediate action at the scene of an accident. It includes a practical 
velcro fastener on the back side and is easily accessible through the 
zip closure around three sides.

5. Universal rear seat protective cover 
 The BMW universal rear seat protective cover keeps the rear seats 

from getting dirty. 

6.  Driver utility set 
 The BMW driver utility set consists of a screwdriver with a Chrome-

plated blade attachment and a set of 16 head attachments, a 
Chrome-plated spanner and polished Chrome-plated pliers, plus a 
high-quality pocket knife, torch and nylon gloves, all in a sturdy nylon 
bag with an embossed BMW wordmark.

7.  Mobility set
 The set consisting of pump, tyre gel, gloves and valve adapters. The 

combination of the powerful compressor and 750 ml tyre sealing gel 
outperforms other compressor kits and tyre repair sprays available in 
the market.

8. Jump leads (Not Illustrated)
 The copper cable BMW jump lead is fully insulated with an integrated 

protective circuit and highly robust battery clamps. 

9. High-visibility safety vest (Not Illustrated) 
The BMW high-visibility safety vests improve personal safety in the 
event of a breakdown. They are extremely well-made and highly 
visible during both day and night.  
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CARRY YOUR WORLD.
ORIGINAL BMW TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS.
Whether it’s for business or leisure, long journeys often mean needing to store plenty. Sunglasses, tissues, drinks 
or peppermint – the list is endless. The versatile BMW transport system offers practical solutions  and space saving 
storage options for your BMW.

1
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THE ART OF CAR CARE.
BMW Seal and Protect Package         

BMW SEAL AND PROTECT.
BMW Seal and Protect is the only BMW approved car cleaning kit. Designed to  keep your BMW in mint condition from the interior as well as 
the exterior. It also  provides a protective shield against environmental conditions and preserves the  high-quality finish of your vehicle.
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TIMELESS DIMENSIONS.

All dimensions in the technical drawings are given in millimetres.
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INTERIOR TRIMS. 

UPHOLSTERY.

Fine-wood trim Ash Grain 
Brown with inlays including 
highlight trim finisher in bright 
Chrome

Fine-wood trim Ash Grain Brown 
with highlight trim finisher in 
Chrome Pearl Grey 

Leather Dakota Oyster exclusive 
stitching | Black

Leather Dakota Veneto 
Beige | Veneto Beige

Fine-wood trim Fineline Anthra-
cite with highlight trim finisher in 
Chrome Pearl Grey

Leather Dakota Cinnamon  
Brown | Black

Leather Dakota Veneto Beige 
exclusive stitching | Veneto Beige
Available with 
‣ M Sport
‣ Luxury Line

Available with
‣ Luxury Line

Available with
‣ Prestige Plus

Available with
‣ M Sport

Available with
‣ Luxury Line

Available with
‣ Prestige Plus

Mediterranean Blue (metallic)

EXTERIOR COLOURS.

Alpine White (non-metallic)

Carbon Black (metallic)

Black Sapphire (metallic)

Callisto Grey (metallic)

Imperial Blue Brilliant Effect 
(metallic)

Sophisto Grey Brilliant Effect 
(metallic)

Jatoba (metallic) 

Available with
‣ Prestige Plus 
‣ Luxury Line 
‣ M Sport

Available with 
‣ M Sport

Available with
‣ Prestige Plus 
‣ Luxury Line

Available with
‣ Luxury Line

Available with
‣ M Sport

Available with
‣ Luxury Line

Available with
‣ Prestige Plus 
‣ Luxury Line

Available with
‣ Prestige Plus
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